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The following problem is shown to be decidable for arbitrary regular sets R i and Rz : 
Does there exist a generalized sequential machine with final states which maps R 1 
onto  R2 ? In the development of the solution a graphical interpretation of bounded 
and unbounded regular sets is presented. Also, the subproblem when Ri and R~ are 
arbitrary bounded regular sets is shown to be decidable. 
INTRODUCTION 
A number of decision problems of the general form: "Given arbitrary languages 
L i and L~, does there exist a machine M such that M(Li) zL2?"  have appeared 
in the literature, where the terms "language" and "machine" have been interpreted 
variously as (1) "regular set" and "complete sequential machine" (csm), respectively 
[4], (2) "regular set" and "generalized sequential machine" (gsm), respectively [9], 
(3) "context-free language" (CFL) and "csm," respectively [5], and (4) "CFL"  and 
"gsm," respectively [5]. Problems (1) and (2) were shown to be effectively decidable; 
(3) and (4) were shown to be undecidable. 
In [12] Ullian considers the closely related "birdy" decision problems of the 
general form: "Given arbitrary context-free grammars Gi and G~ ~uch that a machine 
M exists satisfying M(L(Gi) ) ~ L(G~), can one effectively find a machine effecting 
this mapping ?" He shows that there is no such algorithm when "machine" is inter- 
preted as either "gsm" or "csm." However when one substitutes "bounded context- 
free" for "arbitrary context-free" the problem becomes olvable under either inter- 
pretation of "machine." Also Kobayashi [10, 11] considers nondeterministic finite 
transducer mappings of CFL's  as a way of imposing a partial order on the class of 
such languages. 
* A port ion of the results of this paper are contained in the author's doctoral thesis which 
was written at the University of California, Berkeley, with support from the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research under Grant No. AF-AFOSR-68-1488. 
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In this paper the first form of the general decision problem is considered with 
"language" taken to be "regular set" and "machine" taken as "generalized sequential 
machine with final states" (f-gsm). It is shown that under this interpretation the 
problem is effectively decidable. (Also, as an intermediate r sult, the problem with 
"bounded regular set" substituted for "language" is shown to be decidable.) The 
f-gsm is the deterministic version of the sequential transducer with final states 
(f-transducer) studied in [8] as a model of the compilation process. 1 
The paper is divided into six sections. After dispensing with some preliminary 
notions in Section 1, Section 2 introduces the basic model and some associated 
terminology. In Section 3 the relationship to other devices is discussed. In Section 4 
it is shown that f-gsm mappings preserve regular sets and bounded regular sets. 
Section 5 consists of a short digression into a useful graphical interpretation of 
bounded and unbounded regular sets. Section 6 develops a series of technical results 
which culminate in a decision procedure for the f-gsm mapping problem for regular 
sets. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic properties of regular 
expressions, regular sets, finite automata nd bounded regular sets [6]. The notation 
for alphabets, words, regular expressions, finite automatons and state graphs will 
follow that of [1] with the following additions and changes. 
Z, A, ~ , / "  will denote finite alphabets; 
Ze will denote an alphabet with k letters; 
#S will denote the eardinality of the set S. 
As in [1], a restricted regular expression uses only the operators u,  -, . .  Extended 
regular expressions use the operators t9, " , . ,  c~, - - .  The term "regular expression" 
in the sequel will mean restricted regular expression. 
The characterization f bounded regular sets used here is that of [7, Theorem 1.1]; 
namely, the family of bounded regular sets over the alphabet Z is the smallest family 
of sets which contains all finite sets, all sets w* (w in Z*) and which is closed with 
respect o finite union and finite product. 
D~FINITION 1.1. 2 Afinite incomplete automaton is a 5-tuple (Q, Z, f, q0, F), where 
1 This device is also studied in [3] where it is called an "a-transducer." 
2 This presentation follows [1]. 
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the transition function f :  Q • 27---~ {Q' [ Q' _c Q, #Q'  ~< 1}, and the other symbols are as 
usual. An automaton is called complete if for all q ~ Q and all a e l ,  #f(q, a) = 1. 
Note that any incomplete automaton can be transformed into a complete automaton 
recognizing the same set by introducing a new state q~ ("dead state") and defining 
for all pairs (q, a) eQ x 27 for which f is not specified, f(q, a) = qz , as well as 
f (qz ,  a )= qo for all a E 27. Conversely, every complete automaton with a dead 
state can be converted to an incomplete automaton recognizing the same set. For 
any regular set R, the state graph of the reduced complete automaton recognizing R
thus can be modified by removing the dead state, if any, to produce the reduced 
incomplete state graph recognizing R. 
The following concept of a graph is used in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A finite, labeled, directed, ordered graph (LDOG) over the alphabet 
27 is a quadruple G ---- (N, B, g, 27), where N is a finite set of nodes and B, the set of 
branches of G, is a subset of N X N. An element (m, n) ~ N x N of B will be called a 
branch from m to n and will be denoted by bin, 9 We call m the initial node and n the 
terminal node of the branch b,~,,. In this case we call m an input node to node n and 
say that b.~ is an outgoing branch from node m and an ingoing branch to node n. The 
out (in) index for any node is the number of outgoing (ingoing) branches it has. g is a 
mapping from B into 27*. Ifg(b,~,) = x, where x E l * ,  we call x the label of b,~,. 
A path p in G is any finite sequence nxbtn~b ~ ""b~n~+x, where the ni ~ N, 
i = 1 ..... r + 1, r > 0 and the bi ~ B such that bi has initial node n~ and terminal 
node ni+t for i = 1,..., r. (The case when r = 0 is also allowed; the path, called the 
null path, consisting of just a single node). The nodes n 1 and nr+ t are the initial and 
terminal nodes, respectively, of the path p. I f  a nonnuU path p has the same initial 
and terminal node, then it is called a loop. A node (branch) is called a loop node (loop 
branch) if it appears in a path which is a loop. The word spelled out by a nonnuU path 
nabln2b2 "'" b~nr+l is the / -word  g(b~) g(b2) "" g(b~). 
Let Pl and p~ be two paths in G such that the terminal node o fpt  is the initial node 
of p~, i.e., Pl = n lb l  "'" b~nr+l and P2 = nr+lbr+t "'" bsns+t, where s >/ r /> 0. Then 
their concatenation is the path PIPs = ntbl "'" b~nr+lbr+l "'" bsns§ 9 A path p has the 
subpath Pl provided there exist paths P2 and p~ such that p = PzPtP3. Pt is called an 
initial subpath of p if P2 is the null path. In this case Ps is called the terminal subpath 
of p with respect o Pl . 
An ordering, < ,  will be defined on the nodes of G by writing n 1 < n 2 if there is a 
nonnull path with initial node n x and terminal node n 2 . We write n t ~< n 2 if either 
n I ~ n 2 o r  n 1 ~--- n 2 . 
A tree is an LDOG in which (i) each node has at most one input node, (ii) exactly 
one node (called the root of the tree) has no input nodes, and (iii) for every node n 
there is a path from the root to n (i.e., the graph is connected). A leaf with root node n 
of a tree is the subgraph of it with the nodes n' such that n ~ n'. 
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2. THE BASIC MODEL 
Intuitively, an f-gsm is a deterministic device with a read-only head, a write-only 
head and a finite number of internal states. The action of the device on a finite-length 
input tape is to produce a finite-length output tape after the input tape has been 
processed, but only if the input tape is from a specified "acceptable" set. This action 
can be likened to a buffer which must be filled from a certain set before its contents 
can be used. 3 
We now formalize these intuitive concepts. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A generalized sequential machine with final states (f-gsm) is a 
7-tuple M = (Q, Z, A, f, g, qo, F), where 
(I) Q is a finite nonempty set (of states); 
(2) Z is an alphabet (of inputs); 
(3) A is an alphabet (of outputs); 
(4) f ( the  next-state function) is a mapping ofQ • Z into Q; 
(5) g (the output function) is a mapping ofQ • Z into A*; 
(6) q0 is a distinguished element of Q (the start state); 
(7) F _C Q (the set of final states). 
The functions f and g are extended to Q • Z* in the usual way. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let M=(Q,Z ,A , f ,g ,  qo,F ) be an f-gsm. For each word 
w ~ Z*, and each q ~ Q, let M~(q, w) -~ g(q, w), called the partial output of M when 
started in state q with input w. M~(q, w) will be called acceptable output, or simply 
output if no confusion will result, if and only i f f(q, w)EF. For S C Z* we define 
M~(q, S) = {M~(q, w) [ w ~ S} and M(q, S) = {M~(q, w) [ w ~ S and f(q, w) ~F}. 
Whenever q = q0 we will usually write M~(w), M(w), M~(S) and M(S) for M~(qo , w), 
M(qo, w), M~(qo, s) and M(qo, S), respectively. The operation defined by M(S) 
will be called an f-gsm mapping. 
Remarks. (1) For the f-gsm M of Definition 2.1 we define the state-output graph 
associated with M (the graph of M, for short) as the LDOG G M = (Q, B, g, ~2), 
where (qi, qJ) ~ B if and only iff(q~, a) = q~-, for some a 6 Z. In this case the branch 
from qi to qj is labeled a/y, where y = g(q~, a) :  A node will be double-circled if
and only if it corresponds to a final state. It is clear that there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the set of such graphs and the set of f-gsms. 
3 A. Gill suggested this interpretation. 
When no confusion will result, the paths in GM will usually be denoted nlg(bO n,g(b,) ". 
nrg(b,-) nr+l rather than nlbln2b2 "'" n,n,.nr+l 9
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(2) Note that since the next-state function is a mapping of O • 27 into Q rather 
than Q • 27* into 2 ~ as is the case with the more general f-transducer, an f-gsm is a 
deterministic device. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let M 1 = (Q1,27, A, f  1 ,gl ,  %1 'F1) and M S = (Qo, F ,  (2,f2, 
g2, %2 ' F2) be f-gsms such that A _C/'. The composite of M 1 and ]1//2, written M 1 o Ms ,  
is defined to be the f-gsm M 1 o M 2 = (Q1 • Q2,27, ~2,f, go, (%1' q% )'F1 • F2)' 
where 
(1) fc((ql, q2), a) = (f l (ql ,  a), f2(q2, gl(ql, a))), and 
(2) gc((ql , q2), a) = g2(q2,gl(ql , a)), for every (q~, q2) EQ1 x Q2 and every 
a~27. 
Remarks. (1) First it is clear that M 1 o M S is an f-gsm. 
(2) It follows from the definition that for any R C_ 27*, MI o Me(R ) = M2(MI(R)). 
3. RELATION TO OTHER MODELS 
In this section we make explicit the notion of an f-gsm as a hybrid gsm and an 
automaton. Its interpretation as a deterministic version of a sequential transducer is 
also established. 
A generalized sequential machine 5 (gsm) is a 6-tuple M = (Q, 27, A, f,  g, qo), where 
Q, 27, 2, f,  g, and qo are the same as for an f-gsm. The output from a set of words 
S _C Z* is simply M(S) = {g(q0, x) ] x ~ S} in the case of a gsm. This is called a 
gsm mapping. 
Afinite complete automaton 6 (automaton, for short) is a 5-tuple M = (O, 27,f, q0, F), 
where ~, 27, f ,  q0, and F are as for an f-gsm. A word w ~ 27* is accepted by M if 
M(q o , w) ~F. The set of words accepted by M is called the set recognized by M. 
It is known that such sets are regular. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given the f-gsm M = (Q, 27, A, f, g, %, F), we shall call the gsm 
(Q, 27, A,f,g, %) the gsm associated with M and the automaton (Q, 27,f, qo ,F) the 
automaton associated with M. 
In order to derive certain results concerning f-gsms later it is convenient to introduce 
a more general nondeterministic device which has been studied extensively as a 
translation device (in [2], for example). 
A sequential transducer is a 5-tuple M = (Q, 27, A, H, qo), where Q, 27, A, and qo are 
as for an f-gsm and H is a finite subset ofQ • 27* • A* • Q. An element (q, u, v, q') 
5 See [2] for further discussion. 
6 See [1] for further discussion. 
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being in H denotes the fact that applying the input word u to M in state q results 
in an output word of v and a next state q'. The device is nondeterministic in that a 
number of distinct pairs (% q') may occur for some (q, u). The action of M on a word 
u ~ X*, M(u), is defined to be the set of words v with the property that there exist 
ui .... , uk e Z*, vi , . . . ,  vk e A*, and ql , ' " ,  qk E Q such that u = u 1 --. uk, and 
v=v l ' ' ' v~,  and (qi ,ui+i,vi+i ,qi+l)  eH for each i, 0~i~k- -  1. For sets 
of words, S_C Z*, let M(S)= O~s M(u). This is called a sequential transducer 
mapping. 
To each f-gsm AI = (Q, Z, A, f, g, q0, F)  one can associate a sequential transducer 
M '  = (Q', 2:, A, H, qo') in the following way. Take Q' = {qo'} uF ,  if qo 6F  (q0' is a 
new symbol not in Q); take Q' = F and qo' = qo, otherwise. Then define H so that 
if w is any Z-word of length not exceeding #Q - 1 which drives M from q to q', 
q, q' ~ F, (or q = qo, if qo 6 F)  and outputs x E A*, then (q, w, x, q') ~ H. In this case, 
since any two states in M which are connected at all are connected by a path which 
spells out an input word of length not exceeding #Q - 1, one can easily establish 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. To each f-gsm, M, one can construct a sequential transducer M" 
with the same input alphabet Z and the same output alphabet A, such that M(  S) = M'(  S) 
for any S C_ Z*. 
4. PRESERVATION RESULTS 
In this section it will be shown that f-gsm mappings preserve regular sets and 
bounded regular sets. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let M be an f-gsm and R a regular set; then M(R)  is a regular set. 
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 3.1 and that sequential transducers 
preserve regular sets [2, Theorem 3.3.1]. 
In order to establish a similar result for bounded regular sets, it is useful to examine 
the output of autonomous f-gsms, i.e., those with an input alphabet of only one letter. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M = (Q, {0}, A, f,  g, qo , F) be an autonomous f-gsm and R = ] O* 1. 
M(R)  has the form 
] n W w(x)* B [, (1) 
where w, x ~ A* and A C_ Init(w) 7, B C Init(x). Furthermore, the state of M reached 
at the end of each iteration of x is fixed. Conversely, given any regular set S of the form (1), 
one can effectively find an autonomous f-gsm, N, such that N(R)  -= S, where R =/0"  I. 
v For  a Z -word  w, In i t (w) = {z  E Z*  [ w = zy  for some y E 27*]. 
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Proof.  It will be assumed that M is connected s for the proof of the first statement. 
Denote the graph of M by G M . Two cases arise: (a) q0 has an input node in GM, 
or (b) q0 does not. The result for (a) only will be proved since the proof for (b) is 
similar. In this case the graph GM is obviously a loop. Let p = qoboqlbl ... qrbetr+l be 
the path described by GM,  where r = #Q - 1, q~+l = q0 and the bi are the labels 
of the corresponding branches. I f  no final states occur in this path, then dear ly 
M(R) -= ~ and the result holds. Otherwise, let the final states in p be denoted 
qq,  qi x ,..., q i , ,  0 ~ s ~ r, such that ij < ij+ 1 for 0 ~ j  ~< s. By taking w as the word 
spelled out by the subpath of p with initial node q0 and terminal node qq,  x as the 
word spelled out by the nonnuU loop in CM with initial and terminal node qq and 
for each]', 1 ~ j ~ s, xj as the word spelled out by the subpath o fp  with initial node qf, 
and terminal node q~. We have M(R)  = i w(x)*  B [, where B = x x u x~. u ... u x~. 
Hence (1) is clearly satisfied. Also, qi ~ is the state of M reached at the end of each 
iteration of x. 
Conversely, suppose that S = ](w 1 u w 2 u ... u wr) u w(x)*  (x t u x 2 u ... L/xs) [ 
for some r, s ~ 0, where the w i ~ Ink(w) ordered by length 9, i.e., l (wl)  < l(w2) < 
9 " < l(wr) and the xj ~ Init(x) ordered by length. (If r or s = 0, then the corresponding 
union is taken to be C). I t  is clear that we may write w --- w l 'w  ~' "" wr'w'r+ 1 and 
x = x t 'x  ~ . . . .  xs'x's+l,  where w i = w l 'w  ~ . . . .  w i' for 1 ~ i ~< r and x~ -~ x l 'x  z' ""  x /  
for 1 ~ j  ~ s. Hence the f-gsm N = (Q, {0), A,f,  g, q0, F )  defined by Q = {q0, ql .... , 
qr+s+l}, f (q i  , O) = qi+l for O < i ~ r + s, f (q i  , O) = qr+l , g(qi , O) =w~+ 1 for 
O~i<r ,  g (q~,O)=x '~_~ for r+ l  < i<r+s+l  and F=Q- -{qo ,q~+l  } 
will satisfy N(R)  = S ,  where R = ] 0* [. 
Remarks.  (1) Note that the number of states in N is no more then l (w) + l(x) + 4. 
(2) In the proof of the converse statement, the process of constructing the f-gsm, iV, 
so as provide the acceptable outputs w 1 , wa ,..., ea r , x 1 , x z ,..., xs - i  , and x s is called 
an unrol l ing o f  the loop 0". This process will be used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let  M ---- (Q, 27, A, f ,g ,  qo , F )  be an f-gsm and 
R = ]wlx l*w~x2*  "" WmXm*Wm+ 1 [, m >/ 0, each 
then either 
M(R)  = I E I  ~) E~ u "" U E~ I, p>0,  
y lz l *y~ * "" y~z~*yt+l , l >i O, each 
wi  , x i  ~ l , * ,  (2) 
where each E~ is o f  the fo rm 
Yi, zi ~ A*, (3) 
8 A machine is connected if all its states are reachable from the intial state upon the input of 
some word. 
The length of a word w will be denoted l(w). 
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Moreover, in the former case,/or each Ei (i) I satisfies 1 <~ m and (ii) ff I = m > 0 
and Wm+x ~ Init(x~*) for some n 1 >/O, then Y~+I ~ Init(z~) for some nz >/O. 
Proof. By induction on m. 
Basis. m = O. Then R is finite, R = I wl [. Clearly then M(R) is of the form (3), 
where each Ei = ] y I, for some y ~ A* or M(R) = ~.  In the former case, statements 
(i) and (ii) obviously hold. 
Induction step. Assume the result for all m ~ m 0 and suppose that R is of the 
form (2) with m = m 0 + 1. Thus m >/1 and by Lemma 4.1 we may take N = (S, {07, 
f ' ,g ' , so ,F '  ) to be the autonomous f-gsm satisfying N(J 0 [* )= I wlxl* ]. Thus, 
(a) N o M(I 0* [) = M(] wlxl* ]) is of the form (1) given by the Lemma, and (b) the 
composition of N and M'  (the gsm associated with M, which is an f-gsm) is an 
autonomous f-gsm such that M'(I WlXl* I) = N o M'(] 0* [) = l A u w(x)* B ], by 
the same Lemma. Let us take A = a t kd a m k3 ... U a~ and B = b 1 k3 ba u ... u b r, 
for some p, r />  0. Let qi =f(qo ,g'(so, 0e0), for 1 ~. i ~p ,  where e~ is that power 
of 0 such that a i = g(qo,g'(So, 0e')) 9 And letting s o' =/ ' ( so ,  Ok), where k is that 
power of 0 such that w = g(qo, g'(so, Ok)), let q,' =f ( f (qo ,  g'(So, Ok)), g'(So', 0e')), 
for 1 ~ i ~ r, where e,' is that power of 0 such that b i = f(f(qo, g'(So, Ok)), g'(so', 0~' )). 
(Which we may do since the state which N o M '  enters after each iteration of x is 
9 by E', then 1~ fixed). Then it follows that if we denote w2x~*w3xa* "" wmo+lxr~o+lw%+ ~ 
M(R) = M(] w~x~*E" l) 
= U a~M(q~, 1 E' I) tJ I wx*b~ [ M(qj ,  I E' I) u M(I w~xt* ]) 9 ~(E'). (4) 
i=1 i=I  
Thus (3) follows from observation (a) and the induction hypothesis. Also, the induction 
hypothesis guarantees that (i) will be satisfied. For m = 1 condition (ii) follows from 
the construction of N as can be seen from the proof of Lemma 4.1. For m > 1 
(ii) follows from the induction hypothesis. 
Remark. The converse statement (as in Lemma 4.1) does not necessarily hold 
in this situation. For instance, if xx = A, then R does not suffice to generate very Ei 
of the form given by (3) for reasons which the reader can easily discern. Section 6 
develops conditions under which the converse does hold. 
We now state the second result promised for this section. 
COROLLARY 4.1. f-gsm mappings preserve bounded regular sets. 
Proof. Since the family of bounded regular sets is closed with respect o finite 
union, it suffices to show the result for any R of the form (2). But this is the content 
of the preceding Lemma. 
i0 8 is defined by 8(E) ~ A, if A E [ E ] (which is decidable), and ~ otherwise. 
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5. GRAPHS OF BOUNDED REGULAR SETS 
It is already known [6, Theorem 5.2] that it is decidable whether a given regular 
set is bounded. However, a procedure is given here which is more useful from our 
viewpoint. 
Given the regular set R C_ X*, construct the reduced incomplete automaton 
recognizing R. Denote its state graph by GR 9 Two distinct loops in GR are concurrent 
if they have one or more state nodes in common. In this case it is clear that one can 
define an f-gsm, M, such that 5I(R) = 272*. Hence R is unbounded by Corollary 4.1 
and that 27~* is unbounded [2, Theorem 5.1.1]. 
Otherwise, if GR has no concurrent loops, then its structure is an LDOG which 
resembles a tree in which some disjoint loops may occur and where some nodes may 
have more than one input node. Modify G R in the following way; for each branch 
from a node m to a node n which is not a loop branch, decide whether the graph 
remains connected upon removing it. If so, redirect it from node m to a new subgraph 
which is a repetition of that subgraph of G R corresponding to all nodes n', n' ~ n. 
Repeat his process until no such branches remain. The resulting raph will resemble 
a tree in which some disjoint loops may occur, and for each of these, the initial node 
may have more than one input node, but for no other nodes in the graph will this 
hold. This modification of GR will be called the tree-with-loops graph (twl-graph) 
of R. Clearly in this case R is bounded. 
When referring to twl-graphs in the future it will be convenient o adopt the 
notation and terminology employed previously for trees. Two notions however 
require slight modification; the root of a twl-graph G is taken to be the node corre- 
sponding to the initial state of the automaton it represents. Also, by the leaf whose 
root node n is a loop node in G, we mean only that subgraph of G consisting of those 
nodes n' such that n' ~ n, but not n' < n also (i.e., it does not include the other loop 
nodes of the loop containing n). 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Suppose GR is as shown in Fig. 1. The loops A1B1A and AOA are 
concurrent, indicating that R is unbounded. In this case the f-gsm of Fig. 2 will 
satisfy M(R)  z •2". 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Suppose GR is as shown in Fig. 3. GR has no concurrent loops. 
The twl-graph of R is shown in Fig. 4. 
0 0 0/o O/.a 
z z}A 
FIG. 1. State graph for an unbounded set. Fie. 2. An f-gsm generating 272*. 
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FI~. 4. A twl-graph for a bounded set. 
6. DECIDABILITY OF THE MAPPING PROBLEM 
In this section we first show that Zz* is sufficiently "dense" to generate any regular 
set via an f-gsm mapping. It  is interesting to note that in this sense f-gsms are more 
powerful than gsms, since [2, Problem 6, p. 102] indicates that no gsm exists which 
maps Zz* onto ](a u b)* c 1. Then since (i) 272* is the f-gsm image of any unbounded 
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regular set by the discussion in Section 5 and (ii) f-gsms preserve bounded regular 
sets, we can focus on establishing the decidability of the f-gsm mapping (sub)problem 
for bounded regular sets. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let R be any regular subset of A*. An f-gsm, M, can effectively 
be found such that M( l s*  ) = R. 
Proof. Take I 2 ={0,1)  and A ={a0,a  I .... ,a,) .  Let A =(9,&f,%,F) be 
the (complete) automaton recognizing R. Let Q = {%, ql ..... q~}. 
Define the f-gsm M = (Qt, I z ,  A, f l ,  g, q0o, F1) by taking Q1 = {qi~ I 0 ~< i ~ m, 
0 ~<j ~ n} U {q~} and definingfx so that for each i, 0 ~ i ~ m, 
fl(q~o, @) = q~j, for 1 ~ j < n, 
fl(qio, 0'*) = qk0, where f (q i ,  an) = qk, 
and 
fl(qi~, 1) = q*o, where f(q~, aj) = q, for 1 ~<j < n. 
Define g so that for each i, 0 ~ i ~ m, 
g(qi~,l) =aj  for 0 ~ j -<n,  
and 
g(qi,n-1, O) = an. 
For all pairs (q, a) ~ Q1 • Zs for which f l  is not thereby defined take fl(q, a) = q 
and for all pairs for which g is undefined take g(q, a )= A. Finally, take 
F~ = {q,o I q, ~F). 
By this construction M interprets the input 0il as a~ for i less than n, and 0 ~ as a~, 
and simulates A accordingly. As state qi0 of M corresponds to state q~ of A, with 
q~0 being final if and only if qi is, it should be clear that the acceptable output from M 
when 272* is the input set is precisely R. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. I f  R x is an unbounded regular set, then for any regular set R2 
there exists an f-gsm M such that M(R1) = R s . 
Proof. By the discussion of Section 5 there exists an f-gsm M 1 such that 
Ml(R1) = Is*. Letting M~. be the f-gsm described in the preceding Lemma for which 
M2(Z2* ) = Rs, it is clear that the composite f-gsm M = M t o/I//2 satisfies M(RI) = R s. 
In order to present he decision procedure for the case when both sets are bounded 
regular we make the following. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Given the twl-graph G of the bounded regular set R, the initial 
node of G is the node corresponding to the initial state of the automaton recognizing R. 
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A terminal oop of G is any loop all of whose nodes n are such that for any other loop 
nodes n' in G, either n' < n or these is no path in G containing both n and n'. A 
terminal node of G is a node n of G for which either n is not a loop node and no other 
node n' of G satisfies n < n', or n is a loop node of a terminal oop and the only 
other nodes n' of G which satisfy n < n' are loop nodes. A complete path in G is 
any path whose initial node is the initial node of G and whose terminal node is a 
terminal node of G. A complete path has a tail if its terminal node is not a loop node. 
A complete path is in standard form if (i) for each loop which intersects the path 
every loop node appears at least once and at least one of its loop branches appears 
only once, and (ii) the path has no proper initial subpaths which are complete paths. 
We shall denote the set of all standard complete paths in G by P(G). 
Remarks. (1) Condition (i) ensures that if a path goes through a loop node 
then the entire loop must be present but that no loops are traversed twice. Condition 
(ii) discards any complete path which happens to be a proper initial subpath of another 
complete path, i.e., only the longest representative path is retained. Thus these 
conditions ensure that for each twl-graph we select a single, irredundant set of 
complete paths which fully characterizes its path structure. 
(2) To each standard complete path p there corresponds two objects: (a) the 
word spelled out by p, say z ----- WlXlWfX 2 " "  WmXmWm+ 1 , where the xi's are the words 
spelled out by the m distinct loops ofp (wm+l 4: A if and only i fp has a tail), z will be 
referred to as the standard complete word associated with p. (b) The set of words 
r wlxt*wzx2* "'" WmXm*W,~+I [ of which the particular word spelled out by p is an 
dement. It is clear that for any word w in this set there corresponds a complete path 
(not necessarily standard, though) in the graph spelling out w and conversely. 
(3) It should be clear from the above definitions then that any complete path 
in a twl-graph will spell out a word wlx~lw2x~2 ... WmXmn,~W~+l, each n t ~ 0, the wi's 
and x~'s as in Remark 2a, such that either z = WlXtW~X 2 ... WmXmW,~+t is a proper 
initial subword of a standard complete word or z itself is a standard complete word. 
In order to provide motivation for the definitions to be presented subsequently 
and to understand the detailed proofs to follow, it may be helpful to the reader to 
emphasize that in light of Lemma 4.1 and the preceding Remarks, the only information 
needed to characterize the "generative power" of a bounded regular set is the nature 
and distribution of the set of standard complete paths in its twtl-graph. In particular, 
the number of distinct loops in each such path solely determines the number of loops 
it can generate via an f-gsm mapping. The branch labeling and number of nodes 
on the path is actually irrelevant o such considerations. Thus in the sequel we will 
have need to speak only of the loop index of a path, not of any of its other characteristics, 
as a measure of its generative power. 
The only other factor of interest in determining the generative power of a bounded 
regular set is the distribution of the standard complete paths in its twl-graph; in 
57I[ I0/2-4 
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particular, the extent o which such paths have common initial subpaths. For clearly, 
as an f-gsm mapping must be deterministic in nature, it must preserve any such 
common initial subpaths in the image bounded regular set's graph. 
We now proceed to formalize these concepts in the next three definitions. 
DEFINITION 6.2. The loop index of a standard complete path is the ordered pair 
(a, b), where a is the number of distinct loops encountered upon traversing the path 
and b is 1 if the path has a tail, otherwise b is 0. Given two paths, Pl ~ P(G1) and 
P2 ~ P(G2), for some twl-graphs G 1 and G2, with loop indices (al, bx) and (a2, b2) ,
respectively, we say that the loop index of Pl ~ loop index of pz if and only if either 
(i) a l>a  2or(i i)  a 1 =a 2andb l>~b 2. 
Remark. In light of Lemma 4.2 it should be clear that if the set of words associated 
with path Pl can generate the set of words associated with path P2 via an f-gsm 
(abbreviated in the sequel to "Pl can generate pz ," when no confusion will result), 
then the loop index of p l />  loop index of p2 9 The converse of this will be established 
later as Lemma 6.1. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Taking G as the twl-graph of Fig. 4, P(G) has the six elements: 
Pl = AOBOC1BID1DOEOI'OH'OI', with loop index (4, 0); 
P2 = AOBOC1BID1DOEIF1GOE1F1G1J, with loop index (3, 1); 
Pa = AOBOC1BI DIDOE1F1GOE1FOHOIOH, with loop index (4, 0); 
P4 = A1D'ID'OE'IF'IG'OE'IF'OH"OI"OH", with loop index (3, 0); 
p6 = AID' ID'OE' IF ' IG'OE' IF ' IG' I J ' ,  with loop index (2, 1); and 
P6 = A 1D' 1 D'OE'] F' l  G'OE'OI"OH"OI', with loop index (3, 0). 
As was mentioned after Lemma 4.1, the process of unrolling a loop plays a role 
in our development. Hence we develop some terminology as follows. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let G be a twl-graph with a loop in it, say p = nlbln2b ~ "" 
nr_lbr_lnl. A k • l unrolling of this loop, k, l ~ 0, is obtained by 
(I) if k > 0; (i) removing the existing branch, say b o , which is directed from 
a node, say n o (:/- n~_l), and terminates on n 1 , from G, if such a branch 
exists in G, 
(ii) adjoining to G the k 9 (r -- 1) new nodes ni~ , 1 ~ i ~ r --  1, 1 ~<j ~ k, 
and the k ' ( r - -  1) new branches bi~, 1 ~ i~r - -  1, 1 ~ j~k ,  so 
that nnblln21b21 "" n,_lab~_l,xn12ba2n2~b22 "" n~_1.~b~_l,kn 1 becomes a path 
in G. (Branch bi~ is labeled as is b i in the original graph, G). And 
(iii) replacing branch b 0 (if it was removed in (i)), now directed from n o to n n . 
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(II) if l > 0; (i) removing the existing branch br_ 1 from G, 
(ii) adjoining to G the l" (r --  1) new nodes n',~, 1 ~ i ~ r --  1, 1 ~ j  ~ l, 
and the l 9 (r --  1) new branches b'ij, 1 ~ i ~ r - -  1, 1 ~ j  ~ l, so that 
n'11b'nn'21b~l "" n'r_l.lbr=Lln~b'l~n~2b~z ".  n'~_a. ~ b'~_l, t n 1 becomes a path in G. 
(Branch b~ is labeled as is b~ in the original graph G). And 
(iii) replacing branch b~_l, now directed from nr-1 to nl l .  
(III) For any new node so adjoined to G, say n~j (or n~), whose corresponding 
node ni in the original graph is the root node of a leaf L, place a copy of L 
onto n,~ (or n~ , as the case may be). 
A f inite unrolling of  G is any graph obtained by unrolling some (including none) 
of the loops of G. 
Remarks.  (1) It is clear (by an obvious extension of Lemma 4.1) that such 
unrollings can be effected by a properly designed f-gsm. 
(2) The unrolling of a loop is done for two reasons: (a) A given subpath requires 
more nodes on it so that the words corresponding to the sets A and B of 
Eq. 1 (Lemma 4.1) can be generated. This is accomplished by Steps I and II; (b) new 
complete paths are required. This is accomplished by Step I I I  when new leaves 
will be "sprouted" from any new node which corresponds to the root node of a leaf 
in the original graph; these new leaves then give rise to new complete paths. The 
latter process will be called new path sprouting in the future. 
(3) When a new standard complete path is sprouted through the use of Step I I  
(and the subsequent use of Step II I) its loop index is the same as that of the original 
standard complete path which spells out the same word. This follows since the only 
possible difference in these paths would arise from the loop itself which is being 
unrolled, but when Step I I  is applied the new path still contains this (unrolled) loop 
in its entirety. 
We now present the crucial properties which a bounded regular set R 1 must possess 
to be "powerful" enough to generate another bounded regular set R s via an f-gsm. 
Intuitively, we look at their twl-graphs, (;1 and (;2, and decide whether there is an 
unrolling of G 1 such that for each complete standard path in G s there is a unique 
complete standard path in the unrolling of G 1 which can be used to generate it by 
mimicking the procedure used in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Since the f-gsm must 
act deterministically, common initial subpaths must be preserved, yet when two 
paths diverge in G~ the corresponding paths generating them must diverge in G1. 
Also, by conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.2, certain conditions on the loop indices 
must be observed in order for the procedure of the lemma to go through. We formalize 
these criteria as follows. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Given the twl-graphs G 1 ---- (N1, B1, gl ,  l )  and G 2 = (Nz, B2, 
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g2, A). G 1 covers G, if and only if there exists a one-to-one, onto mapping 
ha: P--~ P(G2) , where P _C P(G1) , and an order-preserving 11 mapping h~: N--~ N~, 
where N is that subset of N 1 of those nodes which appear in the paths of P, such that 
(C1) and (C2) hold: 
(C1) Consistency. For each path p ~ P, hx(p) = p' if and only if h2(n ) is a node 
in p', for every node n in p. 
(C2) Common subpath. I f  two paths P l ,  P2 ~ P have an initial subpath in common 
in G1, say p, where p contains the nodes nl ,  n~ ,..., n~, then hi(p1 ) and hi(P2 ) 
must have the initial subpath with nodes he(nl), h2(nz),..., h2(n~) in common 
in G~. Moreover, in this case the loop index of the terminal subpath of pi with 
respect o p ~ loop index of the terminal subpath of hl(pl ) with respect o this 
common subpath, for i = 1, 2. 
Remark. Note that since all paths p e P have their initial nodes in common, 
i.e., their initial null subpaths, (C2) implies a condition (C2'): for each p E P, loop 
index o fp  ~ loop index of hx(P). 
We now formalize the notion that each path p 6 P is sufficient to generate the 
corresponding path hi(p) in P(Gz) via an f-gsm. 
LEMMA 6.1. Given the twl-graphs (7,1 and G2. I f  Gx covers Ge as specified in 
Definition 6.4, then for any path p ~ P there is an f-gsm mapping of the set of words 
associated with p onto the set of words associated with hi(P). 
Proof. Let the loop index of p be (a, b) and its associated set of words be 
S = [ WlXl* "" W,Xa*Wa+x ] and the loop index of hi(p) be (al ,  bl) and its associated 
. . . .  * ' I. Then by the preceding Remark, set of words be S' = [ Wl'(Xx')* "- w~l(Xal ) wal+a 
(a, b) ~ (al ,  bl). In particular then, a ~ a l .  Thus to each "loop" of S', wi'(xi')*, 
one has a unique corresponding wixi* to which the method of Lemma 4.1 can be 
applied to define an f-gsm mapping I w~xi* [ onto [ wi'(xi')* ]. 
The only question that remains concerns the ability of p to generate the tail of 
hi(P), if it exists. Let p'  be that initial subpath of p such that the loop index of p' ,  
(a', b'), satisfies either a' = a and b' < b, i.e., b' = 0 and b = 1, or if no such subpath 
exists, a' = a --  1 and b' = b. Then it is clear that the terminal subpath of p with 
respect o p', p", has loop index (0, 1) or (1, 0) depending on whether it corresponds 
to a tail or not. Now note that (C2) implies that for this terminal subpath, hi(P") 
must have loop index (0, 0) or (0, 1) in the former case or (1, 0), (0, 1) or (0, 0) in the 
latter case. In either case it should be clear that p has the ability to generate a tail 
of hx(p) via an f-gsm, if a tail exists. 
We are now in a position to present the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the mapability of one bounded regular set R 1 (with twl-graph G1) onto another 
xx In  the sense  that  i f  nx ,  n~ e N such  that  n t < n~ in  G~ x , then  ha(nx) <: h~(n2) in G2 9 
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bounded regular set R e (with twl-graph Ge). However before giving the detailed 
proof we outline the basic ideas informally: One attempts to unroll loops in G 1 so as to 
convert it into a cover of G2 9 In so doing one sprouts new paths of sufficient loop 
index so that condition (C2) is satisfied at, or before, every node which corresponds 
to a node in G e at which standard complete paths diverge. One also attempts to assure 
that enough nodes are available in the unrolled version of G 1 so that the domain of 
map h2 (namely N) is sufficient o permit it to be order-preserving and at the same 
time satisfy both the consistency and common subpath criteria. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let R 1 and R e be bounded regular sets having twl-graphs 
G1 = (Nx , B1, gl , 27) and G 2 = (Ne , Be,  ge , A), respectively. There exists an 
f-gsm M such that M(R1) = R e if and only i f  there is a finite unrolling of G 1 which 
covers  G e . 
Proof. The "only if" part will be proved by induction on #P(Gx). 
Basis. Assume M is an f-gsm such that M(RI) = R 2 and #P(Gx) = 1. Thus 
R 1 has the form of (2) in Lemma 4.2 for some m/> 0. By the Remark following 
Definition 6.2 we see that the path p e P(G1) will have loop index ~ any standard 
complete path in G e . By performing a 0 • #P(Ge) unrolling of the first loop in p, 
resulting in GI' , (ifp has no loops in it, then R 1 consists of just one word, as will R~, 
and the result is obvious) we provide a sufficient number of standard complete paths 
each of which has loop index = loop index ofp by Remark (3) following Definition 6.3. 
Hence, 
each standard complete path in G 1" has loop index ~> 
any standard complete path in G e . (*) 
Thus by mimicking the procedure of the proof of Lemma 4.1 on each standard 
complete path of G 1' we can find an unrolling of Gx' , resulting in G~, so that to each 
standard complete path in P(G2) ,Pc, there is a unique path in P (= P(G~)), P l ,  which 
corresponds to it in the sense that the standard complete word for Pl is mapped by M 
onto the standard complete word for P2 9 Thus it should be clear than one can define 
a one-to-one, onto mapping hx: P--~P(Ge) and an order-preserving mapping h2: 
N--~ N 2 , where N is the set of nodes in the paths of P, which guarantees that G 1 
covers G e . This follows since (C1) is obviously satisfied in this situation and (C2) 
holds by (*) and that the only common initial subpaths in G~ precede (or are a part of) 
the first loop in any standard complete path. Hence every terminal subpath with 
respect o this initial subpath has the same loop index as its corresponding standard 
complete path, i.e., (*) holds for any such terminal subpaths as well. 
_Induction step. Assume the result for all Gl'S with #P(G1) = n. Let M be an 
f-gsm such that M(RI) = R e and #P(G1) = n + 1. Takep to be any element of P(G1). 
The standard complete word spelled out by this path z has the form given in 
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Remark (2a) following Definition 6.1 for some m >~ 0. As in the basis step we can 
unroll the loops in p so that the standard complete paths in G 2 associated with M(z)  
will be covered by this portion of G1 unrolled. We then apply the induction hypothesis 
to the remaining paths in P(G1) so that we obtain a cover for the remaining portion 
of G~. The fact that adjoining (i.e., extending the functions in the obvious manner) 
the cover of M(z)  to the cover for this remaining portion is a cover for all of G2 
follows by the following argument. 
Since (C2) is satisfied for each of these covers individually, the loop index criteria 
will be satisfied when they are joined. Hence the only question which arises concerns 
any two standard complete paths, one from each of these covers, which have an 
initial subpath in common when the covers are joined. In this case the image in Gz 
of the standard complete words associated with these paths (which, of course, have a 
corresponding common initial subword) under the mapping by M must have the 
initial subpath in common which spells out this common initial subword (since f-gsms 
are deterministic); and thus (C2) is satisfied. (C1) clearly holds for the join as it simply 
carries over from the individual covers. 
Conversely, suppose G I '=  (NI' , Bl' ,gl ' ,  I )  is a finite unrolling of G 1 which 
covers G2 and that P, N, h 1 and h a are as in Definition 6.4 for this cover. Take M 
to be the f-gsm (Q, I ,  A, f , g, %,  F) with state-output graph ( N, B, g2 , f2), (where B is 
that subset of BI' connecting the nodes of N and gl is the restriction of gl' to B) 
modified by: 
(a) For each standard complete path p e P of the form p = nlbln~b 2 ... br_lnr, 
let hi(p) = p' in P(G2), where p' = mlylm2y ~"" ys_lm~. Relabel the branch bi 
as bi/z~ by the rule 
"" Yl-1, if h2(ni) = m i :fi h2(ni+l) = m~ ,
z, = t~d, yJ+I if h2(n,) = h2(ni+l) , 
fo r l  ~i~r - -  1; 
(b) take F as the double-circled nodes in N; and 
(c) at each node n in N and for each a e l ,  if no branch leaving n is labeled with 
a/z for any z E A *, include a branch labeled a/A from n to a fixed "dead state." 
That this f-gsm will satisfy M(RI) = R 2 follows from Lemma 6.1 which guarantees 
that each path p ~ P suffices to generate the corresponding path hi(p) in G~ and 
that h i is, by definition, one-to-one, onto P(G2). Condition (C1) enables the modi- 
fication of (N, B, gl , Q) in (a) to be carried out, while (C2) ensures that the "common 
initial subpath" property is satisfied so that M can operate deterministically. 
Since all results developed in this section are effective we shall be able to prove 
the following. 
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THEOREM 6.1. The f-gsm mapping problem is decidable for regular sets. 
Proof. Suppose R1 and R2 are regular sets and we want to decide whether an 
f-gsm exists mapping R1 onto R 2 . First construct the reduced incomplete state graphs, 
G 1 and G2, respectively, for the automatons recognizing them. If G 1 shows that R 1 
is unbounded, then by Proposition 6.2 such an f-gsm exists. If however, R1 is bounded 
but G2 shows R 2 to be unbounded, then Corollary 4.1 indicates that no such f-gsm 
exists. The last possibility, when both RI and R 2 are bounded isdecided by constructing 
all possible k • I unrollings of the loops of G1, for k + 1 ~ m + #P(G~), where 
m = max (length of the word spelled out by p)  -4- 4. 
~o~P (G 2 ) 
If one of these unrollings covers G~, then Proposition 6.3 asserts the existence of 
such an f-gsm. If none of them covers G 2 , then no such f-gsm exists by the following 
argument. 
For just the generation of any of the forms w(x)* appearing in the regular expression 
denoting the set of words associated with any path in P(Gz), 
k + l ~ number of nodes in the unrolled loop generating this form. 
This last quantity is no greater than 
l(w) + l(x) + 4, 
by Remark (1) following Lemma 4.1. But obviously, 
l(w) + l(x) ~ m. 
Finally, for the unrollings used purely for new path sprouting, no more than #P(G2) 
are necessary, for otherwise some redundant paths exist in the unrolling of G 1 . 
Hence the bound stated for k + l is sufficient. 
As a final result, we see that the decision procedure mbodied in the preceding 
proof encompasses the following subproblem. 
COROLLARY 6-1. The f-gsm mapping problem is decidable for bounded regular sets. 
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